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The Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology has been a significant part of Ball State 

University since its beginnings in the 1970's. Due to significant changes in not only its practices 

but in the manner it has been directed, the department has seen itself through difficult and 

triumphant times, throughout its comparatively short history. With the assistance of a number of 

professors currently still working for the Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology, this 

thesis was produced with the past, and the present in mind. While entitled "A Comprehensive 

History of the People and the Place," it is important to also keep in mind what societal and other 

contributing factors helped to make the department what it is today. This thesis was created to 

educate future students and staff on the history of the department, offering itself as a resource to 

those unfamiliar with its opportunities, while maintaining a written abridgment of its history. 
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THE BALL STATE DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND CRIMINOLOGY: 

A COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE AND THE PLACE 

With the original roots of the Criminal Justice program at Ball State stemming from the 

sociology department, the Department of Criminal Justice and Corrections (the precursor to the 

Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology) was not officially founded until 1977 (Director 

of Admissions, 1977). Since 1965, criminal justice has been offered in a number of different 

courses which were all within the sociology department. The first classes that taught forms of 

criminal justice were criminology, juvenile delinquency and corrections, all of which are still 

offered in the department's current curriculum. With the addition of other classes within the 

sociology department, students were able to earn a Bachelors of Science degree in criminal 

justice (Director of Admissions, 1978). 

In the same year, two new departments were also added to the College of Sciences and 

Humanities. These included Social Work and the Speech Pathology and Audiology 

Departments. In a report written by Robert Carmin (1977), this brought the total number of 

academic departments within the College of Science and Humanities up to twenty-one. He again 

stated that the rapid development of the Criminal Justice and Social Work Departments were in 

response to the changing societal needs, and the importance of varying degrees of learning, a 

trend which is addressed later herein. He claimed that internships play an important role in such 

fields as criminal justice and social work, because the mixture of training and learning must be 

balanced for the program to be a truly professional field of study. In response to this need of 

hands-on experience, an internship program was eventually developed in the following years. 
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Through these additions and changes, the department developed into one of the largest 

departments of its kind within the United States. 

History of the Department 

Beginnings of Criminal Justice and Criminology 

The origin of the modern police structure can be traced back to London in 1829. The 

Industrial Revolution caused a migration of people characterized by their low socioeconomic 

status, low employment rates and high crime rates. This shift in social ecology urged officials to 

create the Metropolitan Police Act, which was essentially used to, "prevent crime and protect 

property" (Thibault, 2007). At this point, there was little in place for training, and officers were 

left to learn through experience and insight. As the desire for local police forces grew, so did the 

innovation of creating better officers through education (Thibault, 2007). 

In the later 1920's, August Vollmer, is attributed with creating the first courses geared 

towards instructing law enforcement officers, a development considered radical for the period. 

This era characterized by Prohibition and organized crime brought about this need for more 

professional agents of the law (Schmalleger, 2007). This switch from a technical type career, to 

an academically directed study is characteristic of the trend in which we still see today. These 

first courses, taught at the University of California, were based around practical learning, which 

involved hands-on activities and on-the-job training. The idea of practice-oriented learning is 

still used today in the much growing philosophy of immersive learning, and is utilized within the 

Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology at Ball State through the internship program 

(Schmalleger, 2005). As a blending of a number of separate disciplines, criminal justice found 

itself comprised of components from political science, psychology, sociology. Even with such a 
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wide spectrum of ideas, criminal justice was slow to catch on in the academic arena. By the 

1950's, thirty years after its beginnings, fewer than 5,000 students could be found within the 

discipline (Inciardi, 2005). Even with its humble beginnings, drastic societal changes created a 

need for even more qualified and better educated law enforcement officers. This push for 

trained officers was fueled during the 1960's and 1970's which were characterized by the civil 

rights movement and also the "war on crime" (Inciardi, 2005). It was during this period, and the 

decades to come, that criminal justice finally grabbed a "foot-hold" in the academic realm, 

legitimizing itself as a popular and growing subject matter. According to Inciardi (2005), in 

2005 criminal justice had in excess of200,000 students, a number that has grown in recent years. 

With the demand for better educated police officers, law enforcement agencies are now requiring 

more from their applicants. Some departments require as much as a four year bachelor's degree 

before application. The field of probation, as well as victim advocacy, have required, or 

preferred, four year college degrees in their applicants for a number of years. As for federal law 

enforcement, applicants not only need the four year college degree, but are also required to have 

other qualifications such as excellent reading and writing abilities (U.S. Drug Enforcement 

Administration, 2009) and some even prefer graduate degrees among their applicants. 

Original Opportunities 

As criminal justice became more integrated into academia in the late 1970s, so did the 

Department of Criminal Justice and Corrections at Ball State. With a major in criminal justice 

and corrections requiring a total of forty-eight hours, the department had numerous requirements. 

These classroom and outside of classroom activities were beneficial in allowing the department 
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to excel amongst the few others across the United States at the time. Consistent with its 

beginnings, the major was a branch of sociology (Director of Admissions, 1977). This was very 

representative in the original coursework required for successful completion of the program and 

is also indicative of a large number of "criminal justice programs" nationwide today. An 

example of this is provided by the curriculum that required numerous sociology classes such as, 

Principles of Sociology, Social Problems, and Sociology of the Inner City. In addition to these 

courses, students could take up to twelve more hours of sociology as electives to replace criminal 

justice classes (Director of Admissions, 1977). While these courses may vary from one subject 

matter to another, Ball State was able to offer another type of study. The Criminal Justice 

Internship Program was not what it is today until, in 1981, when Dr. James Hendricks began 

working with the department. The Department had a new style of teaching in the form offield 

experIence. This "class" was more of an opportunity for students to gain valuable field 

expenence. The students were to choose to complete an internship in either criminal justice or 

corrections. This experience was worth a total of eight hours and helped to fill the requirements 

for their graduation (J. Hendricks, Personal Communication, March 17,2009). 

The objectives of these programs were clearly described within the information packets 

used by the Office of Admissions at the time of the department's creation. It stated, 

The criminal justice and corrections major provides the students with a body of 

knowledge about the organization, structure, and functions of the constituent elements 

compromising our society. The student also gains a perspective about such areas as 
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crime and delinquency, their prevention and control, and out system of criminal justice. 

Additionally, the student is presented with a workable combination of theory and 

practical experience in the areas of law enforcement and corrections. (Director of 

Admissions Along with these important goals and objectives was the plan to give 

students the opportunity to prepare themselves for the future, whether it was in law 

enforcement, or a stepping stone for future degrees. The internship was also a valuable 

tool in creating practical candidates for entry-level positions in such careers as law 

enforcement, probation, community treatment centers, and parole work (Director of 

Admissions, 1978). 

While all of the classes, internships, and other extra-curricular activities were geared 

towards preparing students for life after graduation, little was to be found in criminal justice by 

way of funding for such classes before the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1967. 

According to Schmalleger (2006) this act played a significant role in funding a number of 

students' educations. Such was also the case at Ball State University. The Omnibus Crime 

Control and Safe Streets Act of 1967 was a piece of legislation that attempted to reduce the 

amount of crime created by social conditions. It was based around the idea that crime was 

caused by the conditions found among lower socioeconomic statuses. The first article of this 

bill was the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, or more commonly know as LEAA. 

The Assistance Administration was used as a means of producing more intelligent, qualified 

individuals that would serve as better law enforcement officers. This was achieved by way of 

financial and also technical assistance. Assistance was given throughout the United States to 
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individual states, who then dispersed resources to universities to help improve local level law 

enforcement. According to Schmalleger (2006) the program spent hundreds of millions of 

dollars before it was ended. Much like the previous program that funded students studying 

criminal justice, Ball State was a participant in the Law Enforcement Education Program 

(LEEP). This too was a product of an Omnibus Crime Control Act of 1968. This program gave 

assistance to in-service students, working towards a law enforcement degree, and provided them 

with the means to pursue a further education in the growing field. 

Founders 

When the department originally started, it was relatively small compared to others 

throughout the University. With seven original professors, none remain in the current 

department; the last remaining was Dr. Stephen Brodt, who retired after serving more than 40 

years with Ball State University. Lionel J. Neiman, also known in the state ofIndiana as "Mr. 

Corrections," was the founding chair of the department, and spent his four years as chairperson 

laying the foundation for the rest of the department. Besides Professor Neiman, the only other 

full professor in the founding department was Professor Lester Hewitt. Professors Stephen 

Brodt, Michael Carlie, Todd Clear, John Hewitt, and Richard Martin were the other assistant 

professors. All of these instructors brought a tremendous amount of diversity to the department 

coming from different backgrounds of study. As previously stated, criminal justice was popular 

among professionals in sociology, political science, and psychology. This diversity is what the 

department was born from, and is still reflected in the joint majors and minors related to criminal 
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justice today, such as the master's program shared by the Criminal Justice and the Political 

Science Departments. 

Difficulties 

Diversity is much more apparent in today's department with relation to faculty and staff 

and less apparent in relation to the curriculum. This is a direct result of the autonomy that the 

department has gained through time, through developing and perfecting its own set of courses. 

While creating these courses took much time and effort, the most obvious problem that the 

department would run into was enrollment. Without an adequate number of students, the 

department would have a difficult time sustaining itself for any extended period of time. 

According to the Annual Report from the College of Sciences and Humanities (1978), 

enrollment in criminal justice was the fifth lowest out of all the other departments in the college. 

While not shocking in and of itself, it only had more students than one other department which 

offered classes year round. The only department to have fewer students was social work, which 

as previously stated, shared numerous classes and joint interests with the department at the time. 

Criminal Justice and Corrections was, however, one of only five departments to offer classes in 

the last summer quarter, which at this point in the department's history, was the system used 

rather than semesters as today's University uses (For more information on a Comparison of 

Departmental Student Enrollment, please see Appendix Table 1). 

A Developing Department 

In 1981, the department was established as a legitimate academic field of study. Backed 

by the societal changes occurring outside the classroom, the Department of Criminal Justice and 
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Corrections (the precursor to the current department) was finding the need to expand to 

compensate for an increase in enrollment from the previous year (For further information on 

Full-Time Enrollment, please see Appendix Table 2). While expansion was important, it was 

vital to maintain the small class sizes that were characteristic of its blend of theory and practice 

based study. This has been characteristic of the Department from the beginning to present day. 

To maintain the small class sizes, the number of faculty has increased greatly and according to 

Dr. Hendricks (Personal Communication, March 17,2009) the department currently has 16 

faculty members. This is more than double the number employed when the department was 

founded. As for the original staff in 1977 there were two full professors, Neiman and L. Hewitt, 

and the rest were assistant professors. Currently, the Department of Criminal Justice and 

Criminology (current name) manages nine tenured and tenure-track faculty members with the 

seven other instructors being on contract. 

Contract professors and instructors, generally, have less education than that of the tenured 

and tenure-track professors, and are not required to publish. Their responsibility is to primarily 

assist the department by means of instructing classes and service activities (committees, etc.). 

A class that was altered over the years within the department was the internship program. Now 

run by a contract faculty member within the department, it has become a well-known and 

respectable program. Previous coordinators were all tenured or tenure-track faculty members 

and included Drs. Hendricks, Byers, and Brown. Started in 1981, by the current chair of the 

department, Dr. Hendricks, the internship class is centered on out-of-class work and independent 

development. The program allows students to research, contact, and arrange internships with the 
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assistance of the Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology. The program, while mainly 

taking place off campus, involves extensive amounts of planning and paperwork used to develop 

goals in anticipation of what one will learn within such an experience. The class is worth 12 or 

15 credit hours depending on whether the student takes the class during the summer or in the 

school year, respectively. As a requirement for the majority of students, this addition to the 

criminal justice curriculum has allowed many students to acquire meaningful and fulfilling 

careers, while earning credits toward graduation. 

Changes such as the number of instructors within the department and execution of the 

internships have changed throughout the years, but even more significant are the changes the 

department saw with regards to its leadership. In particular, there were significant figures that 

emerged around the early 1990s. During this era of management, under the direction of Dr. 

Gary L. Webb, the Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology saw more changes than 

possibly any other point, to date. After being selected from a committee of faculty and staff, Dr. 

Gary Webb was hired from the outside to take the place of Dr. Brodt the previously elected chair 

who had held the position for almost nine years. This decision came from the Dean, in hopes of 

"cleaning up" the department. The perception that the department needed to be change was not 

the perception of most of the faculty in criminal justice. Many were very pleased with Dr. 

Brodt's leadership. After a two year search, by the department, Dr. Webb resigned as director of 

a criminal justice department in Texas and moved to Indiana (1. Hendricks, Personal 

Communication, March 17,2009). During his time as Chair, Dr. Webb oversaw a number of 

changes, including the switch from quarters to semesters, which occurred during his first year as 
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chairperson in 1991 (J. McKean, Personal Communication, March 17,2009). During his years 

of chairperson, Dr. Webb was also found to make a number of changes with regards to staffing. 

Only two staff members, Dr. Hendricks and Dr. Brodt, were with the department before he 

arrived and remained after the end of his term in 1997. Dr. Hendricks, as stated previously, is 

still with the department today, serving as Departmental Chairperson, while Dr. Brodt recently 

retired after serving over forty years with the University. Even with the drastic amount of 

staffing alterations made by the request of the Provost throughout the '90's, Dr. Webb engaged 

in enlisting a number of new recruits to fill the new openings. Dr. Bryan Byers, Dr. Taiping Ho, 

Dr. Michael Brown and Dr. Jerome McKean all found themselves working for the department 

within the next few years, and continue to work with the department currently (J. Hendricks & J. 

McKean, Personal Communication, March 17, 2009). With the addition of new faculty, and the 

division of some more senior members of the department, Ball State's administrators were 

beginning to look for a more stable and less drastic approach to running its department. At this 

time, Dr. Hendricks, was approached a second time and asked to run for Chairperson. In 1996, 

Dr. Hendricks was elected to become the Chair by a vote of 5-4 utilizing "yes or no" ballots. 

From this point forward, the department has done well to maintain its current professors, 

providing an argueably more agreeable work environment for all its employees, for both contract 

and tenure track instructors (J. Hendricks, Personal Communication, March 17,2009). This 

point was supported by the interviews of the participating professors; reiterating the importance 

of the department's integrity and internal support system. By creating a more open environment 
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for faculty and students, as Dr. Kiesha Warren-Gordon described, allowed for more interaction 

between the two. This is a major difference she has noticed since her time as a criminal justice 

student at Ball State during the 1990s to her present status as an Assistant Professor within the 

Department (K. Warren-Gordon, Personal Communication, March 17,2009). Also, to have an 

agreeable work environment, people of all backgrounds should be welcomed. This has been the 

case in recent years. The addition of female professors within the department dates back to 

nearly its beginnings, but has not taken such a stronghold as it has in recent years, as Dr. 

Warren-Gordon and Professor Tina Edwards-Willey described during their interviews. 

According to their own experiences, the quality of instruction has been increased due to the 

increased diversity within the department. While women have played a role in instructing, it has 

not been until recently that such informed and highly educated female professionals have been 

such an integral part of the university (K. Warren-Gordon & T. Edwards-Willey, Personal 

Communication, March 17,2009). These, and the aforementioned changes, have contributed 

towards making it possible for the department to become such a nationally recognized program 

for its diversity and innovative curricular instruction. 

The Current Department 

The current Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology is one of national 

recognition and prestige and "was one ofthe first Criminal Justice programs in the United States 

to be accredited by the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences." (Criminal Justice & 

Criminology, College of Sciences and Humanitites, 2008). With 454 students in the major, 144 

minors, and 18 students completing the graduate program (MPA-CJC), the Department of 
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Criminal Justice and Criminology has seen itself through a number of challenges over the years, 

and it has shown that it is capable of keeping up with changes seen outside the University. By 

offering opportunities, such as guest speakers to its students, the department is instilling within 

its students qualities that would otherwise have been left undeveloped. Examples of other 

initiatives include Alpha Phi Sigma and Lambda Alpha Epsilon, two criminal justice student 

organizations. Additionally, honors credit can be earned by students who choose to participate, 

online classes can be taken, graduate school programs are now offered, and new minors are 

being developed and implemented. 

As mentioned above, the Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology also makes a 

point of bringing in guest speakers regularly and to immerse students in different aspects of 

criminal justice and criminology. The Professional Development Seminars are offered 

numerous times throughout the year, and may consist of a number of different lecturers. In the 

past, the Department has hosted speakers addressing Digital Forensics, Analysts who work for 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and law enforcement agents who graduated from the 

department. Usually lasting around an hour in length, the Seminars are an excellent way to 

attract attention to Ball State and allow its students to listen and ask questions of people who are 

working in the positions that they hope to someday hold. 

For students wishing to take a more active approach to learning, the department now 

offers opportunities for students to interact with the public and volunteer within the department, 

by joining Alpha Phi Sigma and/or Lambda Alpha Epsilon. According to the Alpha Phi Sigma 

website, the organization was developed by a Dr. Vivian Leonard at Washington University in 
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1942. After a difficult and slow growth, it was named the National Criminal Justice Honor 

Society, and in 1980 was granted membership by the Association of College Honor Societies. 

From its humble roots of around fourteen chapters, the honor society now has over three hundred 

and sixty (Menzies, 2008). The Beta Sigma Upsilon (BSU) chapter of Alpha Phi Sigma was 

founded at Ball State in March of 1993 under the guidance of Steven Meager, Ph.D (Menzies, 

Alpha Phi Sigma National Headquarters, 2009). Prior to this, students wishing to be members of 

Alpha Phi Sigma were required to join as "at large" members. The faculty leadership of the 

chapter was given to Dr. Bryan D. Byers in 1995, upon his arrival at Ball State University given 

his previous experiences in sponsoring student honor societies. Now, with Dr. Bryan Byers and 

Professor Tina Edwards-Willey as the current advisors for the program, the chapter has been able 

to raise its attendance and triple the number of active members. Lambda Alpha Epsilon is 

another organization, maintained by criminal justice students, and much like Alpha Phi Sigma, 

participates in community-based activities. These activities are generally centered on charities, 

and include events such as shop-with-a-cop and Thanksgiving food drives. Lambda Alpha 

Epsilon is a national organization, while not being considered an honor society. The 

organization currently manages over two hundred and fifty chapters across the United States 

after its 72 years as an organization (Hooker, 2009). The Ball State chapter of Lambda Alpha 

Epsilon, is currently overseen by Professor Angela Nickoli, the internship coordinator. The 

addition of these organizations is just a fraction of the positive additions to the Department. 
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By offering online courses, Ball State criminal justice allows its students to study from a 

number of locations including their homes or even in prison. To earn one's degree in criminal 

justice today, students must satisfy a number of different core courses, including introductory 

courses in criminal justice and criminology, research methods, statistics, policing, courts, 

corrections, and many others. Ball State has come up with a course delivery method which 

makes obtaining a degree much more accesible to working students (D. Ashment, Personal 

Communication, March 18, 2009). This course delivery method comes in the form of 

independent learning and virtual online courses. This opportunity is becoming a trend among 

other universities, but not to the extent it can be found within the Department of Criminal Justice 

and Criminology at Ball State University. The department currently offers over twenty 

correspondence courses, totaling all but a few ofthe classes offered to full-time, residential 

students (Criminal Justice & Criminology: College of Sciences and Humanities, 2008). 

However, residential students may only take a total of nine hours of Independent Learning 

Program online courses, while the online virtual courses do not count toward these nine hours 

since these are based on the traditional summer school schedule (B. Byers, Personal 

Communication, April 14, 2009). 

The Department Criminal Justice and Criminology has has also developed a 

Departmental Honors program. Students wishing to earn honors credit and graduate with the 

designation of Departmental Honors are able to do so with the cooperation of the Honors 

College. As with other departments at the University, criminal justice students are able to work 

with their professors, creating and executing a plan of additional, and individualized, work in a 
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minimum of four classes and must also write an honors thesis, thus satisfying the requirements 

for Department Honors in Criminal Justice. Only after completing these requirements, will the 

student graduate with the designation of Departmental Honors. 

Students seeking an academic challenge may find the desire to further their education. 

The Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology currently is offering a joint Master's 

Program with the Department of Political Science, which is a Master's in Public Administration 

with a concentration in Criminal Justice & Criminology. This program is one of only five of its 

kind in the nation, breaking new ground in the field of criminal justice. This program has 

enrolled nearly fifty students since its inception, and it is still growing (1. Hendricks, Personal 

Communication, March 17,2009). This 36-42 hour graduate program is a mixture of Political 

Science and Criminal Justice graduate level course work. This program is offered after a degree 

in a related field of undergraduate coursework is completed. 

A new minor that the Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology created in 

collaboration with the Departments of Computer Science and Geography is a minor in Digital 

Forensics. With this new and interdisciplinary minor, students are able to better understand the 

growing problem of computer crimes. The twenty-four credit hour minor uses many of the same 

courses criminal justice majors are already required to take such as criminal evidence and 

criminal law, but additionally involves classes such as Computer Science, Computer Security, 

Computer Forensics, and Geographic Information Systems. This minor is available to any Ball 

State student but due to its criminal justice and computer science foundations, it would be 
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particularly useful to those individuals seeking careers as a computer forensic examiner or an 

electronic recovery specialist (New Interdisciplinary Minor in Digital Forensics, 2008). 

Conclusion 

The Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology has been a model for other criminal 

justice departments across the United States, even being profiled in the 1990s in both the 

Anderson Publishers Criminal Justice Newsletter and the Ball State University alumni magazine, 

has broken new ground with innovative and more successful ways of instructing its students. 

From its beginnings over 31 years ago, as a small and relatively unknown program within the 

College of Sciences and Humanities, the Department of Criminal Justice and Criminology has 

doubled its original size, but still maintains its small class sizes, similar to when it was originally 

developed (Criminal Justice & Criminology: College of Science and Humanities, 2008) (For 

comparison of departmental class sizes, please see Appendix Table 3). 

As criminology changed, so did the department, resulting in new courses and curriculum 

based on the changing need for educating criminal justice practitioners, which has included 

changes such as the continued development of an internship program, and the addition of online 

courses used for distance learning. The curriculum was not; however, the only significant 

change within the department throughout the years at Ball State. Sometimes resulting in 

lawsuits directed towards the department and its professors, the election for the position of 

chairperson in the department altered the way in which it would be run for years to come. The 

current faculty are very close and are able to relate to each other due to the equality that all 

faculty are granted. As stated by Professor Edwards-Willey, "not only are we coworkers, but we 

are colleagues," gives one the notion of how well the majority ofthe faculty work together, and 
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what can be accomplished with a sense of teamwork. This is a shift from the historical 

suggestion that tenured, tenure-track, and contract professors are completely separate entities, 

without a common cause. This sort of unity has made the Department of Criminal Justice and 

Criminology what is today - a teaching unit with an excellent balance of theory and practice (J. 

Hendricks, Personal Communication, March 17,2009). 
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Appendix Tables: 

1. College of Sciences and Humanities Enrollment, 1977-1978 

2. Budget and Enrollments by Department, 1981-1982 

3 . Average Class Size by Department, 1981 
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Appendix Table 1. College of Sciences and Humanities Enrollment, 1977-1978 

College of Sciences and Humanities 
Enrollments1\' 

1977-1978 Academic Year 

First Second Summer 
~ Winter Spring ~ ~ Quarter !2!!.!! 

Anthropology 631 587 639 51 51 1,959 

Biology 1,990 1,925 1,803 2~4 172 6.13~ 

Chemistry 726 74·4 4-95 107 75 2,147 

Cr1.minal Justice and Corrections U6 475 429 73 ~3 45 1,481 

English 4,574 4,277 3,556 589 411 91 13,1198 

FOI'eign Languages 1,701 1,439 1,235 IBt~ 146 4,705 

General & Experimental Psychology 2,091 2,024 2,078 234 207 6,634 

Geography and Geology 1,247 1,019 979 201 112 3,558 

HIstory 2,647 2 .~89 1,967 373 349 7,825 

Journalism 1,147 986 1,069 203 16!~ 3,5(;9 

Lolldon Centre 104 118 HI 363 
I 

Mathematical Sciences 4,025 3,653 3,405 651~ 502 10 12,249 ..... .... 
I Medical Education 80 80 80 24-0 

Natural Resources 698 563 673 4-0 67 16 2,OS7 

Ph51osophy 499 468 500 43 55 1,565 

PhysIcs and Astronomy 1,026 1,053 851 179 119 3,228 

Physiology and Health Science 1,743 1,611 1,854 351 301 5.860 

Political Science 1,772 1,651 1,510 182 155 5,270 

Radio and Television 646 633 610 95 1,9all 

Social Work 361 301 326 11 20 36 1,055 

Sociology 1,528 1,479 1,326 174 152 4,659 

Speech and Theatre 1,633 1,4-35 1,456 189 168 l~,881 

Speech Pathology and Audiology 495 483 476 269 191 1,914-

Urban and Regional Studies 29 29 

Totals 31,809 29,493 27,4-58 4,44-6 3,460 198 96,864 

n f'P~Wl "' 1';;d l~pI>Or·t [ol'fJ,,,/fl/7/18 
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Appendix Table 2. Budget and Enrollments by Department, 1981-1982 

Department 81-82 budget t of undergrad Total t of Total SerBs 
in $1000s rounded options in de- Students in in Fall 
to nearest $1000 par tment, 81-82 all options Quartet 1981 

Anthropology 278 6 56 3,210 
Biology 1,082 18 728 7,326 
Chemistry 444 10 125 2,863 
Crim. Jus. , Corr. 176 3 315 1,990 
English 1,456 17 224 19,206 
For. Lang. 458 48 444 7,692 
Geoq ./Gee!. 389/186 16 l5S 2,771/2,034 
History 960 16 382 11,465 
Journalism 517 B 618 4,228 
Math. Sci. 1,109 17 1,186 22,176 
Natural Res. 242 7 269 2,454 
1-'hilosophy 199 4 50 2,816 
Physics/lstr. 497 13 121 4,078 
Physi. r. HUb. Sci. 640 9 252 7,293 
Political science 511 12 594 7,nS 
Psych. Sci. 586 6 646 9,226 
Secial Work 159 2 306 1,208 
sociology 383 B 227 4,822 
Spch. Path. , Aud. 353 6 145 7,589 
Spch. , Theatre 511 11 239 1,176 
Telecommunications 593 7 592 2,700 

CollegE! 11,729 244 7,677 135,741 

Table 2 

BUDGET AND ENROLLMENTS BY DEPARTMENT 



I 
I-" .... 
I 

Department Total SCrR ratio Total I of Average Class Size 
F'l'B (SCrH/PTE) sections, 

Fall 1981 Fall 1981 Undergrad 

Antbropology 8.75 367(-) 21(+) 38.7 
Biology 31.18 235(+) 95(-) 19.7 
Chemistry 14.00 205(-) 35(+) 19.7 
Crill. Jus. r. Cor. 7.24 275(+) 18 26.0 
Bnglish 77.24 249(+) 21S{+) 21.9 
For. Lang. 21.66 355(++) 69(+) 26.0 
GeQ9raphy 11.67 237(-) 39 (-) 31.9 
Geology 6.92 294 
History 29.35 391(+) 76(-) 34.1 
Journalism 19.06 222(+) 56(+) 19.4 
Math. Sci. 57.80 394(+) 1791+) 32.6 
Natural Res. 8.50 289(-) 26 24.5 
Philosophy 7.83 360(-) 21 . 33.7 
Physics & Astr. 13.00 314 (+) 25(-} 36.S 
Physi. & 81th. Sci. 21.74 335(-) 74(-) 24.6 
Political Sci. 17 .37 427(+, 50 39.7 
Psych. Science 22.07 418 (+) 53 (-) 49.2 
Social work 7.58 159(-) 12(+) 21.6 
Sociology 14.25 338(+) 25(-) 47.7 
Spcb. Path. , Aud. 23.15 101 (-) 15 23.0 
Spch. " Theatre 11.62 328(-) 61(-) 31.5 
Telecommunications 8.83 306(-) 21(-) 33.6 

College 440.81 .308 {+} 1,186(-) 28.8 
University 969.68 310.18 2,511 28.3 

+'s and _IS indicate comparison with Fa~l 1980 
Total FTE includes administration; use of teaching FTE would provide a higher SCrR ratio. 
Figures are those provided by the Office of Analytical Studies. 

Table 3 

FTE'S, NUMBER OF SECTIONS, AND AVERAGE CLASS SIZE BY DEPAR'l'MBNT 
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